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I INTRODUCTION

Midrim Mining Company Limited have under 

their control 10 claims in the m}iilbn^Btv:poi4i|^;:^ 

Loveland Township, two and a half miles west of 

Mattagami River. Limited 

out on a portion of this group in 1964 and when Mie ieUe "fe
j . -"-. .. ..:''.,. ":^. -'. ' -.: ir .s!*-fe-J8!:.".: J..--.~.' -.iK'";.-.^'.": '.....'Tjffi 'r-tm..'-^^F^^. * ^...sJliSiiTESSJliif^i

of the group was increased it

a complete survey of the

survey was carried out on northeast,
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Fi, . ..--, - ., -L^S 11-^44*5..- a vs..J-S ; v::-.-.'.1i~-'-..'rjr"'??'Jnr- p-fajiit?; -s

grid lines and a limited amount of vertical loop detailed"'' ' " : "'-
-i'-^f--- --*-'*,..

work was completed on the indicated 

results of this work are reported he're.

II PROPERTY. LOCATION

-,:,,i:-:j, -r-:: "^

The property consists of 10 contiguous 

unpatented mining claims as follows l P - 561^19 and 

P - 56768 to P - 56776 inciuslTi, 

portion of Loveland Township,..t^r ind..A
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of the Mattagami River. Acces'JBjf^'itiJIsrip 

was by helicopter from Timmins* A camp 

in a clearing on the outcrop three or four hi 

east of O -t- 00 on Line 52 S. Several 

been cut in the area lying to the 

were suitable for summer transportation.

Ill GENERAL GEOLOGY ; V ' '- v:'''^ r;;.I;;:*,...'; '- '.I"!!';;. 

The rocks in the area a**- a ^i|ew'a;tto^tyi^,e.:-^ii .^ 

volcanics andesitlc In composition, These rocks strike 

approximately northwest   southeast. Into tl 

are intruded small bodies and dykes of granite and acid

porphyry. Several north - south striking diabase " : . ^,,ff-" : "''':"y

have been mapped in the area. Outcrop on the 

is very limited

IV GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY^ j:t , 

The northeast - southwest picket lines 

were recut and extended from the eastern tier claims 

across the western tier to the west boundary* Chalnage 

was from the north baseline to the west boundary and 

from the east baseline to the west boundary and 

boundary. These lines were tied in f or control. 

results of the horizontal electromagnetic survey 

in profile form showing the percentage change in the
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electromagnetic field in both the: in 

line and the out of phase that is 

scale of 205? for the primary fie!

V DISCUSSION OF RESULTS v 

Horizontal Electromagnetic Survey* -

Seven electromagnetic conductors 

A, B, C , D , E, F&G. The first f our of these 

conductors each occurred on two Un^s, while 

three occurred each on a single traverse. They are 

in detail below. . ,- 

Zone A was located on Lines 52 S .and 48 

north northwest. It is of low amplitude and -high 

Zone B This zone occurs on Lines 44- S and 40 S,

.
-. ' .,J.. r; :..^^.r;-^^,..--..^^i^^

and strikes
.,.-^"".*iH,.i-'- , ,,-.,':.'

a strike similar to Zone A. It has-Its highest amglltudjl 

on Line 44 S, and the conductivity again appears-to
:- : ' .^ i " ,^ : '-

was traced on Line 32 S to Line ; 28-S -

northwest- southeast. It is of low atnplitutfcl and

conductivity. -. "'! 

Zone D this zone strikes parallel to zpnea A^ and B 

traced from Line 20 S to .Line 16 Si, It is of l 

amplitude and high conductivity t j 4 - 

Zone E occurs on a single line, Line 8 W. 

of little significance. !
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SCOPE

Z one s F and G occur on the edge of the outcrop area 

on the southwestern portion of the property. That is on 

Line 20 S. They are single line anomalies and of low 

amplitude and high conductivity. With our present knowledge 

of the area they are not considered to be of immediate 

importance .

Vertical Electromagnetic Survey

A limited amount of detailed work was carried 

out over the anomalies A and B. This revealed conductive 

zones corresponding to those found on the horizontal electro 

magnetic survey. Zone A corresponding to anomaly A was 

traced from Line 56 S to Line 44 S. The zone appears to 

have some width or banding'and to be moderately conductive. 

Zone F occurs over anomaly B and lacks definition. There 

is one crossover on Line 40 S, with indications of a zone on 

Line 3 6 S .

V CONCLUSIONS 6- RECOMMENDATIONS

It would appear that there is considerable

overburden over a large portion of the claim group. This 

overburden is believed to be moderately to highly conductive. 

Seven electromagnetic zones were located in the coverage 

survey of the property. Two of these zones were checked



SCOPE

with a vertical electromagnetic survey 2one A appears to be 

the moat promising of the zones.

It is recommended that the property be mapped 

geologically and consideration be given to the drilling Zone 

A on Line i -f U S . The selection of the drill site will be 

dependent on the indications of the local dip of the rock 

formations in this area.

Respectfully submitted,

SCOPE MINING 6- EXPLORATION 
CONSULTANTS LIMITED

7

Tom Gledhill, P. Eng. , Geophysicist.
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